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ABSTRACT
This report disusses the State role in providing

education for its citizens in a changing society. The author suggests
that, although the idea of local responsibility for education is
still valid, states should be responsible for developing adequate
educational policies for local systems to implement. The report also
suggests that the States, in cooperation with citizens, must provide
effective planning for improvement of education. Societal changes
that the author sees are (1) an interest in consumerism and
environment, (2) a trend to urbanization, and (3) a transition from a
complacent to a questioning society. (JF)



STATE LFADE_ IN jUCATli)
Significant Recent and Pros tive Cha )Lls

in Society That Have Important Implications
for the States*

, L -S BEE
D :ED LX, RECEIV ;OM
THE PERSON r;RGANIZATION JRIG-
INATING IT. POINTS OF VIEW OR OPIN-
IONF STATED DO NOT NECESSARILY
P.EPRESENT OFFICIAL OFFICE OF EDU-
CATION POSITION OR POLICY.

In most societies, and certainly in this country, there are

always many kinds of conflicting cross currents, tendencies and

trends, partly because there are such wide differences in the beliefs,

values, insights and aspirations of the citizens. There have always

been, a'nd probably always will be, people who are more intere-sted

in exploiting the natural and human resources of the nation or of

the world than in helping to develop a better and more viable civili-

zation. From the beginning we have lad a generous supply of exploiters,

many of ..hom have become rich and T;owerful enough to influence the

policies of the nation for the benefit of their own kind regardless

of the implications for the welfar e. and progress of others or the

long-range consequences for the nation.

But, partly because more peop e are better educated than ever

before--even though the education ,2ovided was and still is inadequate

or unrealistic for many--and because the unfortun6.te consequences of

earlier exploitative policies have become so obvious, substantial

numbers of citizens now realize that many policies followed in the

pest, and apparently many current policies, are no longer defensible.

Many recent and prospective chang-,s in society have important

implication- for all aspects duL,LLA.on including--but certainly

not restricted to--the role, functions and relationships of state

education agencies. During the time allotted I can discuss only a

*Prepared by Edgar L. Morphet, Director, Improving State Leadership
in Education, for presentation at an AASA convention seminar, Atlantic
City, New Jersey, February 16, 1972.
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few develyments I consider especially impo:tant for education

agencies a!nd comment briefly on some of the more obvious implications.

Differences Between Beliefs and Actions

As Willis Harman has so appropriately commented, there always

has been, and continues to be, a dangerous gap between what we say

we believe and what we tio.* For example, we say we believe in equality

of opportunity and equity for taxpayers. But we do not have anything

even closely approaching ecluality of educational opportunities for

many students in most parts of the nation. Few states make any pro-

vision for early childhood education, several states still do not

even authorize the use of public funds for kindergartens, the pro-

visions made for minorities and other disadvantaged are notoriously

inadequate, and many programs and procedures are not relevant to the

present or emerging needs of substantial number of students or adults.

Moreover, as recent court decisions have held or implied, many states

still guarantee by law serious inequities for taxpayers and, there-

fore, ensure that, at least until some important policies and laws

are changed, many students will continue to be denied adequate and

equitable opportunities for learning.

From the time this nation was established, most people have con-

tinued to discuss with pride the provisions for what we call "local

control of education," but, because of restrictive laws and other

developments, we find that in many parts of the nation there is no

longer much evidence even of meaningful local responsibility. Under

modern conditions, the concept of local control of education is

*Willis W. Harman, "The Nature of Our Changing Society: Implications
for Schools" (Eugene, Oregon: ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational
mnrnisLictLon, Ocöberi96



probably unrealistic, but the idea of 3ocal responsibility continues

to be viab:3e. and important and 2:hould be fostered and cmcouraged.

It should be evident that problems such as these usually cannot

be satisfactorily resolved.on a local basis, and tnat the states must

pssume the major responsibility for developing adequate and realistic

policies and provisions that, if properly designed and implemented,

will enable and encourage properly organized local school systems

to assume the responsibility for developing and implementing-adequate
\

policies and provisions for all who can benefit from-education.

Importance of Long-Range Planning

In the past, many changes made in national, state and local

policies relating to education have lesulted from reactions to crisis

situations, or from decisions to modify some aspect or component

without much consideration of the implications for other closely

reiated aspects. Some of these decisions were based on conclusions

reached after careful study of pertinent information, but others

mesulted from the acceptance of a proposal primarily because it

seemed promising; without any serious attempt to determin tbn

cations or probable consequences.

During recent years, we have learned among other things that:

(1) changes in any one aspect of a social system such as education

have important implications for other aspects and component subsys-

tems; (2) some members or supporters of most organizations tend to

resist changes regardless of the need or merit; (3) no static organ-

ization can expect to continue to function effectively in a rapidly

changing society; and (4) there is a science as well as an art of

planning.
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the past decade, many people have, been convinced that com-

.systematic long-range planning for the improvement of

educatiDn is essential, But, thus far, in many state and local school

systems, there has been much more discussion than realistic )1anning

largely because: (1) most state and local school systems are still

locked into a traditional annual or biennial budgetary system that

tends to ma: e longer range planning appear to be difficult or some-

what unrealistic; (2) relatively few people are competent to provide

the essential leadership or services; (3) the resources available

have already been pre-empted for other important purposes; or (4) some

influential people do not distinguish between a planning society and

a planned society, and assume that any effort to engage seriously

in systematic planning will almost inevitably lead to the latter.

Since each state is primarily responsible for developing adequate

provisions for the education of its residents, it should be evident

that no state can any longer afford to ignore its obligation to pro-

vide the leadership and services neede(9 to r-

for the improN,

ef' ctive planning

ation. Some states have already been held

accountable by the courts for their failure to plan a-icropriate ways

to r(olace obsolete .and indefensible provisions and -ctices with

othe-s that can be considered equitaLle and reasonab_e in the light

of mocrrn conditions and needs.

In t_ais soci.ety, no state should expect to atte tc simpliJv

or _esolve izs problems by (1) assigning the respons lity for

planning needed changes in education to a group of e erts, no matter

how cc ,petent they may be, or (2) undertaking to do :ne planning for

local school systems or schools. Let us consider, f(_..r example, the

very iffportant ma-Lter of goals-that must-b-eideriLdT.--ed-1-01-----r,A37



stated in order to provide a sound basis for developing or revising

programs, procedures and so on, and for establishing 'he account-

ability that is considered essential under modern conditions. These

goals cannot be imposed on the people. If at least representative

citizens do not have an opportunity to participate in developing or

approving the proposed goals, some of them may not be accepted or

implemented. Thus, in planning there is an important role for plan-

ning and other experts as well as for those who will be expected to

implement the plans. Moreover, planning must always be recognized

as a cooperative process--as a means to the end of effecting needed

changes.

Finally, if local responsibility for education is to be strength-

ened as seems essential, local school systems should be expected to

plan (wi',.h appropriate assistance) and effect improvements Hieir

own provisions and programs. No other agency or organizati n ,hould

expect or attempt to plan for these syst(Ans anything that can best

be done locally.

Other Important Changes

During the remainder of the time allotted I will comment briefly

on a few other changes that seem to have especially important impli-

cations for the role of the states in, or relating to, the improve-

ment of education.

We seem to be changing rapidly from a national society concerned

primarily with expansion, increasPd productivity, high pressure sel-

ling of products almost regardless of need, and exploitation of human

as well as natural resources (without much consideration of the long-

range implications) to a society in which there is greatly increased

concern about the development and welfare of people and, similarly,
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about the carefully planned development and wise utilization of

natural resOurces. As Sweden has already done, we seem to be con-

sidering the desirability and potential benefits of allocating a

larger pertion of our economic resources to the public sector. Any

such change would seem to imply the need for reorienting some of

our goals and i-Istructional procedures to provide for more appro-

priate consumer-oriented programs.

The above statements imply that many of the beliefs, values and

expectations of the citizens of the nation a -e changing. That seems

to be occurring, even though many schools have continued to emphasize

the development of cognitive skills (with mixed success) and seem to

have assumed that the development of values should be left almost

entirely to the homes, churches or something like osmosis. Although

the schools cannot, and should not, attempt to impose values, they

can and should assist students to develop their own values by helping

them to consider the implications and consequences of accepting

different value systems.

The increasing evidence about the disastrous effects of pollu-

tion and the impact on the environment for plants and animals as

well as for people has led to the conviction that education and

educators must not only help students to become informed and con-

cerned about these problems but also help other agencies and citizens

generally to improve the environment for learning that may signifi-

cantly affect the opportunities and progress of students.

There is increasing concern that recent technological develop-

ments of many kinds may be used to manipulate and exploit people

and control their thinking. That is possible, but there is also a

growinq-Uemand that the various technologi-,---s-b^ utilized



to give people access to information that might not otherwise be

available, to help with the process of planning, to increase the

progress in learning,and to improve the welfare of people generally.

We apparently have moved from a rather complacent society in

which most people generally seemed to accept the "establishment" and

its.traditional way of making decisions (that frequently has not

provided maximum opportunities and benefits to or for the people)

to an inquiring society in which people do not hesitate to challenge

decisions in which they have not had an opportunity to participate,

and especially those that seem to benefit the privileged more than

the disadvantaged.

Finally, but obviously not least important, the evidence shows

clearly that we have moved from a predominately rural society to one

that is increasingly urban and metropolitan. These developments

have generated tremendous problems resulting from sheer size, lack

of adecivate planning, rigid bureaucracies, corrupt or inept political

operations, and similar factors and considerations to which most

states have given only limited attention. There are growing demands

for decentralization, reorganization, special state and federal assis-

tance and so on that can neither be ignored nor accepted merely be-

cause they have been advocated by some leaders or even by a substan-

tial portion of the population. How the states can best help the

cities resolve their complex and difficult problems relating to

education and various aspects of governance must be faced realisti-

cally and promptly by the citizens in every state.


